Distinctive Design For Sophisticated Homes

Settle In
with

The HomePort Collections
Y

ou possess a wealth of options when outﬁtting your showroom, home or the pages of your
magazine. Every detail is a reﬂection of you, and we know you desire home décor and furniture that is
distinctive, yet boosts your bottom line. As a result, our 2009 collections exhibit our effort to bring you
affordable new pieces reﬂective of savvy homes – from the sustainable construction to the impeccable
style. You will ﬁnd old favorites among these pages as well as a host of new products for your review.
Each addition to The HomePort Collections underwent scrupulous testing to meet our high standard
of speciﬁcations. Among our new nature-inspired items are our Conundrum brain-teaser accessories
and our Komoran Trays, two hand-crafted, yet functional elements for the home. Also this year, we
expanded two popular lines, adding the Bud-Vase Chimes to the favored Wind Bells Collection and the
Misool Dishes to our decorative ceramic serving ware. Then, we revived antiquated artisan tools with
the Winston and Grace Shoe Forms and the Javanese Home Spa Kit. All the while, we retained our focus on producing top quality products that work in unison with the environment and modern lifestyles.
Our 2009 collections are indicative of the worldly panache of many American homes. It is an evolution
we hope you ﬁnd invigorating when meticulously selecting the proper medley for your store or editorial
needs. Our clean, fresh fashions cater to a redeﬁned marketplace in which consumers demand a
combination of chic and eco-conscience at a median rate.
2009 marks more than a new annum, but a shift in American mindfulness and politics that summons a
new era of hope and resurgence. We are thankful to be part of your team during the year ahead and
look forward to growing with you and your business in the years to come.
With gratitude and best wishes,

The HomePort Collections’ team in Union, MO
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G. Java Console Table, White $240
With spacious storage drawers, the Java Console Table is form and
function at its best. Its sturdy construction and white façade ensure
its longevity and make the Java Console a favorable addition to a
modern or urban-cottage décor schematic. In the kitchen, dining
room, entryway or sun room, the Java Console Table proves an
invaluable asset.
FUR0000 min 1 pc
17” x 36” x 56”
Drop shipping available

Komoran Tray
Etched from teak, the Komoran Tray bestows charismatic charm
as an accent or focal point. Fill with vibrant fruits, gourds or other
natural gems of the season for a breathtaking centerpiece. Or utilize
the Komoran Tray as a serving dish for light appetizers at your next
indoor or outdoor siesta.

H. Komoran Tray, Long $34
ACC1590 min 2 pcs
24” x 7.5” x 6”
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I. Komoran Tray, Short $16
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ACC1592 min 2 pcs
13.5” x 6” x 4”
Other items shown:
J. Oceania Vase, Ripple, page 6
K. Textured Digits, page 25
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Conundrum Forms

A .Conundrum Form, Diamond $8.50

D. Conundrum Form, Cube $8.50

Be sure to keep the assembly instructions close at
hand, our Conundrum Forms might look like simple
home accessories, but they are certain to befuddle
you and your friends once disassembled. Available in
six engaging shapes that will keep you puzzled, the
Conundrum Forms are made of smooth, crafted teak.
Just be careful to keep the pieces of each puzzle
separate, unless you really want a challenge.

ACC1610 min 6 pcs
4” x 3” x 3”

ACC1616 min 6 pcs
3” x 3” x 3”

B. Conundrum Form, Ball $8.50

E. Conundrum Form, Cross $8.50

See page 66 for display.

ACC1614 min 6 pcs
4” x 3” x 3”

ACC1612 min 6 pcs
3” x 3” x 3”

C. Conundrum Form, Egg $8.50

ACC1618 min 6 pcs
3” x 3.5” x 3”

F. Conundrum Form, Star $8.50
ACC1620 min 6 pcs
3” x 3” x 3”
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Misool Bowls

Oceania Vase Collection

With an undulating surround, our Misool Bowls echo the ocean’s
rhythm. Fill these hand-fashioned ceramic bowls with seasonal
fruits or party favors to create a whimsical, yet elegant display at
your next soirée. Gently hand wash for longevity.

With more than 70 percent of the world’s surface dedicated to
watery terrain, the rhythm of this essential liquid is a frequent force
in art. Our Oceania Vases take inspiration from a range of water
movements from dramatic to more serene.

Available in three sizes: Large, Medium and Small.

Made from hand-shaped ceramic, our Oceania Vases come in Ripple,
Surge and Ring. Since these are individually crafted, each piece may
vary slightly in shape.

A. Oceania Vase, Ripple $14
ACC1604 min 2 pcs
6” diameter x 12”

B. Oceania Vase, Ring $12
ACC1608 min 2 pcs
6” diameter x 12”

C. Oceania Vase, Surge $12
ACC1606 min 2 pcs
6” diameter x 12”

D. Volcanic Foo Dogs $22
These Volcanic Foo Dogs are guardian
lion sculptures representative of Asian
lore. The male lion’s paw rests on a
ball, protecting a family’s structure and
wealth. The female watches over her
cub, protecting the members of a
household and the generations of the
family. Made from the volcanic stones
in the Yogyakarta region of Indonesia,
these Foo Dogs are hand-carved and
come as a pair.
ACC1560 min 4 pairs
3.5” x 2.5” x 6.5”

E. Misool Bowl, Large $12.50
ACC1624 min 4 pcs
5” diameter x 2”

F. Misool Bowl, Medium $9.50
ACC1626 min 4 pcs
7” diameter x 2.5”

G. Misool Bowl, Small $6
ACC1628 min 6 pcs
9” diameter x 3.5”
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Other items shown:
D. Bud-Vase Chimes page 10
E. Perak Display Vase page 33
F. Alam Eco Frames page 67
G. Lima Bud Vase page 68
H. Thelonius page 74
I. Samudra Shelf, Ivory page 50
J. Alam Eco Tray page 67
K. Koin Candleholder page 51
L. Volcanic Foo Dogs page 6

A. Java Rattan Chair with Kapok Cushion $160
Placed singly or as a pair, the Rattan Chair provides a comfortable 24-inch deep seat
that provokes good conversation. Crafted in sturdy mahogany with a durable, handwoven, rattan back, the Java Rattan Chair will survive generations with timeless style.
The espresso-brown, semi-gloss, distressed ﬁnish is classic, but lightens eagerly with
the included eco-friendly Kapok Cushion.
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FUR1076 min 1 pc
25” x 24” x 30”

B. Java Rattan Settee with Kapok Cushion $220
An elegant replacement for the typical love seat, the Java Rattan Settee features
a deep, 24-inch seat that encourages guests to stay. Placed in combination
with a pair of Rattan Chairs, the Rattan Settee works indoors and out for a
versatile entertainment arrangement that shifts easily with the ﬂow
of your mood. Outﬁtted with the cozy, environmentally friendly
Kapok Cushion, you might have to encourage guests to leave.
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FUR1078 min 1 pc
44” x 24” x 30 “
See page 69 to learn about the Java Rattan Chair
and Java Rattan Settee featuring foam cushions.

C. Oversized Rafﬁa Rug, Round $120
Rafﬁa might look nice on presents, but it is much more useful and elegant when
the ﬁbrous, natural twine is woven together into an Oversized Rafﬁa Rug. This
round-shaped accent dresses up indoor or outdoor sitting areas with a chic look
that is also environmentally sustainable and easy to clean.
ACC1582 min 1 pc
72” diameter x 1”
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A. Bud-Vase Chimes $16
Place buds or greens in the two vases for a sumptuous and graceful look
in the home or on a patio. Pair the Bud Vase Strand with our other three
Wind Bells – the Moon Bells, Delta Bells and Southern Bells – to make a
well-dressed wall.
ACC1584 min 4 pcs
00” x 00” x 00”
See page 62 to see the entire Wind Bells Collection,
including the Moon Bells, Delta Bells and Southern Bells.
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B. Balinese Groom $180
The hand-carved Balinese Groom is intricately sculpted from a single
piece of Suar wood. Dressed in traditional wedding costume, the Balinese
Groom vows to protect his bride, his family and his people by wearing
a dagger, called a kris in Indonesia, across his back during the ceremony.
Both the bride and groom wear brightly colored sarongs for the occasion
and vibrant makeup.
ACC1318 min 1 pc
14” x 8” x 36”
See page 49 for front proﬁle.

C. Java Bench, Long, with Kapok Cushion $180
B

Elegantly modern, this South Paciﬁc-inspired bench can
be added to bedrooms, bathroom suites or a sitting room.
The bold mahogany frame makes a grand impression that
is easily lightened by the eco ivory cushion.
FUR1080 min 1 pc
56” x 30” x 18”
See page 70 for foam cushion option.
C

Other item shown: D. Kapok Cushion page 73.
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Javanese Home Spa Kit $14
Many traditional massage techniques are rooted in
Asian culture. Among the most popular Ayurvedic
traditions is the Indonesian massage that seeks to
increase the ﬂow of blood and oxygen and increase
Qi, which is energy.

F

The HomePort Collections’ Javanese Home Spa
Kit mirrors tools found in homes around Java
Island. The tools are used for skin rolling, kneading
and stroking as well as to tap acupressure and
reﬂexology points to help you relax. Our Javanese
Home Spa Kit is hand-carved from Javanese ebony
wood and ingeniously incorporates cultural trinkets
– such as Indonesian coins – creating an eclectic
and invigorating home spa kit.
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Sold in a set of ﬁve pieces, including the Tire
Roller, Ball Roller, Coin Press, Pressure Roller and
Knuckle Press, the Javanese Home Spa Kit comes in
a canvas-hemp, drawstring bag, sized approximately
5” x 10” x 2”, that is perfect for gifting.
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A. Tire Roller
2.5” x 9.5” x 1.5”
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B. Ball Roller
2.5” x 8” x 1.5”
C. Coin Press
1.25” x 6” x 1”
D. Pressure Roller
4” x 4.5” x 0.5”
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E. Knuckle Press
0.5” x 6” x 0.5”
ACC1588 min 6 sets

Other items shown:
F. Alam Eco Tray, Large, page 67
G. Alam Eco Tray, Small, page 67
H. Misool Bowl, Small, page 7
I. Misool Bowl, Medium, page 7
J. Kediri Lamp, Short, page 39
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Eliza Tower Shelves
D. Eliza Dresser $240

Durable, functional, versatile and chic. The Eliza
Tower Shelf is like a home run! Constructed of
durable mahogany and inlaid salak teak, the Eliza
Tower Shelf sports a removable top tier that
can be used as a serving tray or for conveniently
placing oversized objects.

The quality of a dresser is largely deﬁned
by the structure of its drawers. And the
Eliza’s side-roller mounting keeps the
three drawers pleasantly parallel with
the ﬂoor. Making the Eliza Dresser even
more attractive, the solid mahogany
structure is bolstered by the elegant
addition of inlaid salak teak on the face
of the drawers.

A. Three-Shelf Eliza Tower $85
FUR1082 min 2 pcs
00” x 00” x 00”

F

FUR1088 min 1 pc
40” x 20” x 33”

B. Four-Shelf Eliza Tower $75
FUR1084 min 1 pc
00” x 00” x 00”

E. Adaptive Mindi $62
C. Five-Shelf Eliza Tower $65

C

FUR1086 min 1 pc
00” x 00” x 00”

Made of native Javanese Mindi wood,
the Adaptive Mindi exhibits so many
functional purposes that it is difﬁcult to
summarize. Use it solitarily as a planter,
trash can, stool or side table. Or pair
two Adaptive Mindis for a coffee table
arrangement. Top it with glass to expand
your surface space. Let your imagination
run wild when incorporating the Adaptive
Mindi into your home.
ACC1228 min 2 pcs
12” x 12” x 16”

B

Textured Digits
See page 25.

Other items shown:
F. Bud-Vase Chimes, page 10
G. Winston & Grace Shoe Forms, page 31
H. Oversized Rafﬁa Rug, page 9
Black-and-white photo not for sale.
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Buddha Hands
In classical depictions, the Buddha’s hands form one of six symbolic Mudras or a variation thereof. The symbolism of
these gestures is hundreds of years old. The HomePort Collections captures two poses here – The Fearless Hand and
The Hand of Reason. Be inspired by these hand-crafted, brass ornaments, and think beyond the standard wall accent.
Use a Buddha Hand as a doorknob, as a necklace rack or as a paper weight. With the ornate cuff for balance, these
Buddha Hands can be hung or balanced intricately on a shelf.

A. The Hand of Reason $19.50
The gesture of bringing the thumb and foreﬁnger together is considered an appeal to reason or peace.
ACC1268 min 4 pcs
3” x 3” x 6”

B. The Fearless Hand $19.50
With palm and ﬁngers pointing outward, the Fearless Hand symbolizes Buddha’s fearlessness in face of adversity.
ACC1270 min 4 pcs
3” x 3” x 6”

D

See page 70 for wall-installation proﬁle.
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Élan Drape $38
Twist it, toss it or crumble it as much as
you like, the Élan Drape resists tangles,
maintaining its sleek shape with ease. Made
of a sturdy nylon, the Élan Drape provides
an elusive and airy view in doorways, as a
backdrop or as a room divider.

I. Perak Decorative Vase $16

Birds have distinctive preferences when selecting an abode
for nesting, so why be less so in accessorizing your home. A
place of comfort, your nest imparts your personality. The
Shanghai Birdhouses come in two colors, black and powder
blue, allowing this home accoutrement to subtly impart
geometric dimension in a room or to be a bold centerpiece.

ACC1234

A stout version of the Perak Display
Vase (see page 33) the silver-leaf Perak
Decorative Vase winsomely displays
spirited sprigs or handsomely caps a
bookend.

min 4 pcs

E. Shanghai Birdhouse, Black $62

9” dia x 5”

ACC1578 min 2 pcs
12” x 16” x 35”

A. Élan Drape, Ivory

F. Shanghai Birdhouse, Powder Blue $62

ACC1254 min 4 pcs
41” x 96”

ACC1579 min 2 pcs
12” x 16” x 35”

B. Élan Drape, Black

F

Other Items Shown:
G. Standing Monk, page 39
H. Dewi Snail, page 24

ACC1256 min 4 pcs
41” x 96”

C

Shanghai Birdhouses

Other items shown:
C. Zephyr Vase, page 24
D. Rattan Settee, page 69
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Ming Tables
The uneven legs of the Ming Tables are inspired by the renowned furniture created during the Chinese Ming Period.
Made of durable mahogany with a deep-black ﬁnish, the Ming Tables attract attention. The Ming Console table with
its open-drawer design makes an intriguing display table or a unique work desk. As an accent item or stool, the Ming
Side Table’s distressed, black mahogany ﬁnish and innovative design make it a piece of art.

Outstretched Throw Rug
See page 69

J. Ming Side Table $90

K. Ming Console Table $150

FUR1026 min 2 pcs
16” x 16” x 20”

FUR1024 min 1 pc
40” x 16” x 30”

A. Pine-Root Tree $180
How impossible are silk trees to clean? Simplify life with the
Pine-Root Tree, adding height to a décor while simultaneously
bringing the outdoors in year-round. Made from repurposed
pine roots that are turned upside-down and sealed with
a non-toxic, clear ﬁnish, the Pine-Root Tree is an enviable
alternative to silk foliage. It can be simply decorative or used
as a coat rack. But best of all, it’s easy to clean. Size and
height are approximate, varying according to nature’s design.
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ACC1630 min 1 pc
9” x 7” x 70”
Drop shipping available.

H

B. Evita Dining Table $240
The sleek Evita Dining Table comfortably seats six in
contemporary fashion. Its mahogany construction and
crossed legs make a durable table that transcends generation
and marries with a range of décors. Assembly Required.
Hardware included.
FUR1028 min 1 pc
72” x 36” x 30”
Drop shipping available.

C. Zigo Long Bench $180
This gallery-style Zigo Bench adds boldness to a décor either
as a bed end or a hallway settee that easily converts to
additional party seating. Crafted with longevity in mind, the
mahogany base of the Zigo Long Bench is topped with an
animal-friendly, synthetic, squared-leather cushion.

D

FUR1014 min 1 pc
40” x 16” x 20”
Drop shipping available.
Other items shown:
D. Zephyr Vase, page 56
E. Tiga Bud Vase, page 57
F. Alam Eco Tray, page 67
E
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G. Carla Display Shelf $240

I. Zigo Square Bench $95

Your most fragile treasures and weighty collections deserve a solid foundation. The
mahogany Carla Display Shelf answers the demand with gracious shelves, sized 14-by33-inches, allowing you to coordinate in style and ease.

Great for occasional seating or as an elegant side table, the Zigo Square
Bench is composed of solid mahogany and topped with a pet-friendly,
faux-leather cushion. The staunch Zigo Square Bench captures elegance
and usefulness, making it an ideal home element.

FUR1050 min 1 pc
35” x 18” x 69”
Drop shipping available. Assembly required. Hardware Included.

FUR1016 min 2 pcs
16” x 16” x 20”
Drop shipping available.

H. Carla Bookcase $240
A good bookcase can endure the taxing demands of books without a sag. And while
the rich mahogany construction of the Carla Bookcase certainly stands the test, it is
also modish with four spacious 13-by-46-inch shelves to display ﬁne china, collectibles
or a bevy of other treasures and trinkets. The deep, satin ﬁnish and easy assembly only
add to the charm of this generational piece.
FUR1052 min 1 pc
48” x 14” x 50”
Drop shipping available. Assembly required. Hardware included.
C
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Hong Kong Birdcage Lanterns
Forget the cliché Chinese lanterns and
decorate your reading nook or patio with
a sophisticated touch. These Hanging
Hong Kong Birdcage Lanterns provide
genteel, ambient lighting for romantic
or festive occasions. Use low-wattage
bulbs to set the mood. The bottom tray
is easily removed for convenient bulb
changing. The Hanging Pagoda Lanterns
are constructed of wood, so the mood
lighting should always be electric. Choose
from the Short square birdcages or the
six-sided Tall versions.
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E. Evita Console Table $120
Streamlined for utility, the Evita Console Table
is a visually alluring piece of furniture. In the
dining room, store your Gourmet sources
of inspiration along the bottom shelf while
making light edibles and cocktails available
on top. Or minimize by accenting lightly and
using the Evita Console Table as your
ﬂow-over space in the hallway or living room.

A. Ivory Short $55
ACC1050 min 2 pcs
9.2” x 9.2” x 23.2”

B. Ivory Tall $58
ACC1048 min 2 pcs
11.8” x 11.8” x 30”

FUR1090 min 1 pc
48” x 16” x 30”
Drop shipping available.

C. Deep Red Tall $55
ACC1094 min 2 pcs
11.8” x 11.8” x 30”

D. Deep Red Short $58
ACC1096 min 2 pcs
9.2” x 9.2” x 23.2”
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Textured Digits $8
Bring your favorite number to
prominence or cleverly interplay
your anniversary among a stylized
shelf display. The Textured Digits
are available in decadent Caramel
and Chocolate hues for accentuated
contrast when exhibiting a favorite
numeric combination. Created from
layers of thinly shaved wood gently
stacked over a durable Albasia wood
frame, the Textured Digits are roughly
hewn, but lightweight numeral
displays. The nearly translucent wood
layers are a new technique developed
by The HomePort Collections’
designers in an effort to provide a
unique accent.

Zephyr Vase $6
Flaunted in elegant, cylindrical tubes, fresh blossoms ﬁnd
spritely homes in unexpected places. Liven a party or
wedding décor with sprigs suspended the room around.
Or brighten a bathroom or kitchen with an unexpected
ﬂourish. The Zephyr Vase makes a great gift or a perky
addition to your patio or garden setting.
ACC1262 min 12 pcs
14” x 1.5”
See page 56 for close-up image.
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D. Textured Digits, Caramel
ACC1150 min 2 pcs per digit
2” x 2” x 8” to 4.5” x 2” x 8”

C. Textured Digits, Chocolate
Dewi Snail
In Indonesian folklore, a witch cursed Princess Dewi,
transforming her into a snail. An old woman found Dewi, the
golden snail, and helped the Princess break free of the curse.
For her kindness, the old woman was sheltered forevermore by
the Princess and her Prince.
The Dewi Snail is made of brass but casts a hopeful glow that
encourages people to move ahead despite life’s struggles. The
Dewi Snail is a delightful home accessory available in small and

A

large shapes.

A. Dewi Snail, Large $14
ACC1562 min 2 pcs
6.5” x 3” x 4”

B. Dewi Snail, Small $9.50
B

24

ACC1564 min 4 pcs
5” x 2” x 2.5”

ACC1170 min 2 pcs per digit
2” x 2” x 8” to 4.5” x 2” x 8”

Retro His and Her Bicycle

E. Formosa Mirror $180

In Indonesia, vintage bicycles have been in use
on roads for decades, never going out of style.
Both the Retro His and Her Bicycle models are
precisely designed to scale with tredded tires
and rotating chain and pedals.

Our Formosa Mirror lets you combine a vintage Hollywood Regency style with your eco-conservation. The intricately latticed
bamboo is hand-crafted and individually ﬁtted for each mirror. The white-washed, geometric frame adds texture when paired with
a sleek-lined vanity or dressing table. A subtle ﬂair, the Formosa Mirror lets you add an eccentric touch without being garish.

A. Her Bicycle $20

B. His Bicycle $24

ACC1044 min 4 pcs
3.9” x 12” x 7.8”

ACC1046 min 4 pcs
3.9” x 17” x 9.8”

ACC1594 min 1 pc
48” x 38” x 1”
Drop shipping available.
Other item shown:
F. Kade Dress Form, page 61
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Komoran Trays
Etched from teak, the Komoran Tray bestows charismatic charm
as an accent or focal point. Fill with vibrant fruits, gourds or other
natural gems of the season for a breathtaking centerpiece. Or
utilize the Komoran Tray as a serving dish for light appetizers at
your next indoor or outdoor siesta.

C. Komoran Tray, Long $34

D. Komoran Tray, Short $16

ACC1590 min 2 pcs
24” x 7.5” x 6”

ACC1592 min 2 pcs
13.5” x 6” x 4”
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A. Pine Root Candlesticks $12

Batavia Match Box Collections

Our Pine Root Candlesticks are individually
paired and conjoined in a ﬂattering embrace.
Cut from the usually overlooked roots of a
Pine tree and cut into nearly identical heights,
these candlesticks are a striking white-washed
centerpiece with inimitable lines and style. No
two are alike among these gorgeously eco-suave
candlesticks. A tin platform holds traditionalsized candlesticks, but it is best not to leave
these candles unattended.

The Batavia Match Boxes feature quaint blackand-white vintage photos etched with notes and
personal embers from life in 18th-century Dutch
Indonesia. Flip the Batavia Match Boxes to
reveal the name of the photo in both English and
Indonesian before drawing a match and striking a
ﬂame. The collection is grouped into two sets of
six match boxes - those with Horizontal images
and those with Vertical.

ACC1284 min 6 pcs
8” x 6” x 11”

B

B. Batavia Horizontal Collection $14
ACC1283 min 4 sets
Set of six each sized 4.25” x 3.75” x 1”

C. Batavia Vertical Collection $14
ACC1282 min 4 sets
Set of six each sized 4.25” x 3.75” x 1”
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Winston and Grace Shoe Forms
Yes, it’s still fun to dig in grandma and
grandpa’s attic. That’s where we found the
original Winston and Grace Shoe Forms. The
Winston Shoe Form was sized for a man’s
8-1/2C foot, while Grace ﬁtted a woman’s
4-1/4A foot. Repurposed as vintage sculptural
elements, Winston and Grace speak to a
day when craftsmanship reigned and shoes
were not shaped for the masses, but for the
feet of the purchaser. Now an expression
of individual style, the Winston and Grace
Shoe Forms provide a fun tribute to detail and
precision. The Winston and Grace Shoe Forms
are sold individually.
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D. Grace Shoe Form $9.50
ACC1594 min 4 pcs
3” x 8.5” x 3”

E. Winston Shoe Form $10.50
ACC1596 min 4 pcs
3.75” x 11” x 4”

E

A. Evita Mirror $180
A slim 80 inches tall, the Evita full-length mirror features a distinguished mahogany
border stained an espresso brown that reveals the tree’s natural, age-line motif.
Add the natural sophistication of the Evita Mirror to your dining or bedroom space.
ACC1036 min 1 pc
26” x 1” x 80”
Drop shipping available.

F. Albasia Grapes $3
Face it. It’s difﬁcult to keep the fruit bowl burgeoning year-round, and plastic
and glass look-alikes are not gaining much in popularity. Keep your décor fresh
with these white-washed grape ornaments made from balls of Albasia wood.
ACC1264

min 12 pcs
3” x 4” x 3”

B. Eliza Full-Length Mirror $150
Your full-length mirror is a vital part of your grooming repertoire, so quit hiding it
awkwardly on the back of a door. The Eliza full-length mirror is beautifully framed
in an expressive, inlaid salak teak that makes the mirror as much a focal point of
your bedroom or hallway as the color of the walls. Yet, since the Eliza features
vertical and horizontal mounts, you can also use this practical piece above a
credenza to add depth and character to a room.
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ACC1114 min 1 pc
32” x 0.75” x 72”
Drop shipping available.

C. Eliza Half Mirror $85
This standard bathroom-size mirror is crafted with inlaid, salak teak. The daring
Eliza half-mirror will attract more than a glance whether part of your boudoir, wall
design or bath.
C

ACC1112 min 2 pcs
25.5” x 0.75” x 33.5”
Drop shipping available.

G. Albasia Mangosteen $3
A common fruit in most of the South Paciﬁc, the mangosteen is an exotic
addition. Made of white-washed Albasia wood, the Albasia Mangosteen is fruit
for conversation. This sweet and creamy fruit that has no relation to the mango
can be found stateside in some Chinatown markets.
ACC1266 min 12 pcs
3” x 3” x 3.5”

A. Clio Chair $140

D. Zoran Chair $140

Need the perfect solid-mahogany chair that crosses easily between
traditional and modern décors, then search no further than the Clio Chair.
With an architectural-inspired back, winged-arm rests and a deep 23-by-21inch seat, the Clio Chair is a comfortable partner to any desk or an
assertive addition to a sitting room.

There’s no reason a standard wooden chair can’t make a big impact. With
two dominating, black-teak canvases stretched down the back of this
mahogany-framed chair, the Zoran Chair is a digniﬁed addition to your
home ensemble. Plus, the deep seat offers inviting comfort to guests.
FUR1072 min 1 pc
22” x 26” x 34”
Drop shipping available.

FUR1022 min 1 pc
24” x 24” x 35
Drop shipping available.

E. Curved-Back Chair $140

B. Zigo Chair $140

With a low, wide 16-inch seat, the Curved-Back Chair begs you to relax.
Designed with comfort in mind, this chair is composed of mahogany and
inlaid bamboo stripes that provide added texture and gold-ﬂecked accents
against the satin black, semi-gloss ﬁnish. Use the curved-back chair in
formal sitting rooms or in your ofﬁce.

Featuring an elegant, arched-mahogany frame, the Zigo Chair offers
royal comfort to one while creating visual intrigue. With support beams
traveling horizontally along the back and sides, the encapsulating lines of
the Zigo Chair are a captivating take on a classical design.
FUR1054 min 1 pc
28” x 22” x 30”
Drop shipping available.

FUR1018 min 1 pc
24” x 24” x 30”
Drop shipping available.
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C. Kuda Rocking Horse $48

F. Perak Display Vase $42

Decorated in warrior dress paint, the Kuda Rocking Horse is a fanciful
rendition of the classic toy. Constructed of Albasia wood with a rafﬁa
mane and tail, the Kuda Rocking Horse has a dominating presence without
overwhelming your decorative motif. Add to a front entry, child’s room or
frequented living space. See page 76 for a close-up photo of detail work.

The silver-leaf ﬁnish of the hand-molded, ceramic Perak Display Vase
bounces light throughout a small space or draws the eye in a large room.
Fill it with wiry accents or large tropical greens for a luxurious touch. See
the complementary Perak Decorative Vase on page 19.

ACC1138 min 1 pc
24” x 22.75” x 6”
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ACC1236 min 2 pcs
10.5” dia x 22”
Other items shown:
G. Java Glass Beads, page 43
H. Kedah Spheres, page 74

A. Sitting Buddha $26

C

Buddhism was one of the ﬁrst spiritual
imports and continues to hold a strong
inﬂuence around the world. Our bronze
Sitting Buddha with an antique-green
ﬁnish brings a taste of this ancient
philosophy into the home. Strike an
inspiring chord in your abode.

A

ACC1042 min 2 pcs
4.7” x 2.5” x 7.2”

B. Tibetan Bell $26
Laced with detail, the brass Tibetan
Bell replicates ancient art and tradition.
Finished in antique green, the Tibetan
Bell is brandished with the facets of time
to create a museum-grade home accent.
ACC1040 min 2 pcs
3.9” dia x 9.8”

D
E

F

C

Batam Storage

Hong Kong Birdcage

The Batam series comes in two modules - the Batam Display Cabinet and
Batam Chest. Coordinate these modular twins side-by-side or atop one
another to suit your space constraints. Find independent functionality
using the Batam Storage units separately. Coalesce the Batam Chest into
your bedroom furniture suite or add the Batam Display Chest as an elegant,
solitary hall table. These durable mahogany pieces demand use, the only
problem is narrowing the prospects. These chests will travel throughout
your living space and from home-to-home, ﬁnding innumerable uses over
time. Both models come with optional screw-in legs.

Inspired by the Chinese Pagoda, the Hong Kong Birdcage is threedimensional artwork that captivates as a sculptural shelf ornament or
hanging structure. The detailed craftsmanship of this six-sided aviary is made
ever-more dramatic with striking ivory coloring or with a bold dose of red
stain.
See page 22 for complementary Hong Kong Birdcage Lanterns.

E. Hong Kong Birdcage, Ivory $48

C. Batam Display Cabinet $150

ACC1092 min 2 pcs
17” dia x 30”

FUR1060 min 1 pc
24” x 15” x 30”
Drop shipping available.

F. Hong Kong Birdcage, Red $48
ACC1088 min 2 pcs
17” dia x 30”

D. Batam Chest $150
FUR1062 min 1 pc
24” x 15” x 30”
Drop shipping available.

B
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Beautiful Days Notebooks

A. 365-Page Beautiful Days Notebook $12

Our Beautiful Days Notebooks were
inspired by a neighbor’s pet peacock.
Stunning in beauty, the peacock
seemed the epitome of everyone’s
individual dreams – unique and worth
showing off.

“ Each dawn, an inﬁnite promise
to do and dream a thousand things
- the memories of a life.”
STA0002 min 4 pcs
9” x 1” x 10.75”

Indulge in optimism. Stockpile your
day-to-day inspirations, daydreams,
or whimsical sketches for a year
or for a season with our 365- or
120-page Beautiful Days Notebooks.
Just add one happy thought a day
to your journal. Then, when life
unexpectedly veers toward sour
or sad, you have a treasure trove
of encouragement from your best
resource – YOU! Life may be hectic,
but there’s no reason you can’t be
your own smile muse.

B. 120-Page Beautiful Days Notebook $4.5
“ Luminous, turquoise Pavo
inspires twelvety days
ripe for an adventurous journey.”
STA0004 min 6 pcs
6” x 0.325” x 9
C
Other item shown:
C. Kediri Lamps, page 39

Each notebook comes with a
matching notecard for gifting or for
use as a bookmark as your story takes
shape on the no-line pages.

B
A

Standing Monk $38

Retro His Bicycle $24
In Indonesia, vintage bicycles have
been in use on roads for decades,
never going out of style. Both the
Retro His and Her Bicycle models
are precisely designed to scale with
tredded tires and rotating chain and
pedals.

With serene features and ﬁnely
sculpted details, this brass Standing
Monk inspires tranquility. Keep
it on your dresser or in your main
entry to incite positive thinking to
the forefront of your thoughts.
ACC1048 min 2 pcs
3.5” x 3.5” x 13.5”

ACC1046 min 4 pcs
3.9” x 17” x 9.8

A

C

B

Kediri Lamp Collection
The Kediri Lamps recycle and update the traditional oil lamp. With three
contemporary, sandstone-base variations paired with clear hurricane glass, the Kediri
Lamps ﬁnd use outdoors and in, providing ambient candlelight year-round.

A. Kediri Lamp, Short $10
ACC1078 min 4 pcs

3.7” x 3.7” x 6.2”

B. Kediri Lamp, Tall $12
ACC1080 min 4 pcs

3.7” x 3.7” x 14.5”

C. Kediri Lotus Lamp $12
ACC1076 min 4 pcs

4.7” x 4.7” x 11.8”

Merapi Stone Collection
The pumice stone architecture of the Merapi Vase and Merapi Tealight Holders have a
disjointed, rough texture akin to lava rock. Sculpted around a wood base, the pumice
sections offer a tonal range that keeps the eye moving and livens the earthen hue.

I. Merapi Stone Tealight Holders (Set of 3) $24

E

ACC1137 min 2 sets
Small 3.5” dia x 6”
Medium 4.5” dia x 13.5”
Large 4.5” dia x 10”

J. Merapi Stone Vase $22
D

ACC1136 min 2 pcs
13” x 5” x 5”
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A. Podena Shell Band $9
D

Laced with a vibrant green hue, the Podena Shell Band
provides classic style in economizing times. Each shell
is placed on a wooden base and beaded together on an
expandable band that is easy to ﬁt..
JWL0038 min 6 pcs
3” dia x 1” to 1.5” beads

G
A

Javanese Glass Beads $7
Intense, rich colors abound in Far East fashions with
the frequent use of charms and hand-crafted beads
as adornments.

B. Citron Javanese Beads $7
A retro color that has made its return
with the rise of mid-century home
décor, the citron green of these beads
are fashionable attire for the home
or body.

D. Harvest Orange
JWL0004 min 6 pcs
18”, 0.25” round beads

JWL0040 min 6 pcs
18”, 0.25” round beads

E. Onyx Black
JWL0006 min 6 pc
18”, 0.25” round beads

C. Translucent Green Beads $5

F

JWL0036 min 6 pcs
18”, 0.25” round beads

Green has never been more popular, so
you should have no problem ﬁnding a
trendy use for our Balinese Translucent
Green Beads.
JWL0042 min 12 pcs
9”, 0.25” round beads

F. Deep Orange

G. Sunburst Balinese Resin Beads $7
E

B

Vibrant motifs are common in Indonesia, especially
in ceremonial traditions. These Balinese Resin Beads
capture nature’s allure with a ﬂare of Sunburst color
that can adorn wrists or a home décor.
JWL0016 min 6 pcs
18”, 0.5” round beads
See page 43 for Cerulean, Powder Blue and
Turquoise color options.

C

D. Turquoise Shell Band $9

E. Iridescent Shell Band $9

The blue-dyed shell features rainbowed specs of silver and
turquoise coloring. The Turquoise Shell Band is hand-made
from farm-raised shells and corded with expansive string
for easy removal.

Hand-crafted from Madura-raised shells, the Iridescent
Shell Band is made exclusively from renewable resources.
The pearl-toned shell is attached to a wood base with the
luxuriant, oblong pieces strung with stretchable string.

JWL0008 min 6 pcs
2.5” dia x 1” to 1.5” beads

JWL0002 min 6 pcs
2.5” dia x 1” beads

A. Nautilus Band $75

A

Combining fresh-water pearls and coiled shells,
the Nautilus Band is a distinct piece, framed with
an eye-catching, sterling-silver clasp. Dictated by
nature’s own hues, the shells often vary in color so
no two are ever truly alike.
JWL0026 min 2 pcs
8” x 1”

B
C

B. Jumlah Bracelet $75
Irregular fragments of mother-of-pearl shell ﬁnd
a home in a sterling-silver base strung alongside
alluring turquoise gemstones to create the striking
Jumlah Bracelet.

D

E

JWL0028 min 2 pcs
7.75” x 0.25”

C. Lombok Pearl Bracelet $72

Javanese Glass Beads

H. Powder Blue Javanese Glass Beads

Farmed around Lombok Island , the freshwater
pearls are threaded into a deceptively dainty web
of sterling-silver cages to create an elegant and
sophisticated piece of jewelry.

Intense, rich colors abound in Far East fashions with the
frequent use of charms and hand-molded beads as adornments.

JWL0014 min 6 pcs
18” x .25” beads

F. Cerulean Javanese Glass Beads $7

See pages 40 and 41 for Citron, Harvest Orange, Onyx
Black, Powder Blue, and Translucent Green color options.

JWL0030 min 2 pcs
7.75” x 0.25”

JWL0010 min 6 pcs
30” x .5” oblong beads

G. Turquoise Javanese Glass Beads $7
Size and color of shells and stones vary slightly.

JWL0012 min 6 pcs
16” x .25” round beads

H
G
F

Hammered Earrings
The carefully hammered, sterling silver creates an intricately jagged
surface that catches the light from several angles, emitting an
attention-getting look. The HomePort Collections’ Hammered
Earrings come in two oversized shapes – Oval and Wave.

D. Oval Blossom Earrings $22

A. Hammered Earrings, Oval $22

The Oval Blossom Earrings cascade
elegantly from the ear. The white shell
and sterling silver ﬂourish design of the
Oval Blossom Earrings make a spritely, yet
graceful statement.

JWL0032 min 3 sets
1” x 0.75”

B. Hammered Earrings, Wave $25
JWL0034 min 3 sets
3” x 1”

JWL0022 min 3 sets
1.5” x 0.25”

B

C. Madura Earrings $19.50
With so many islands, it is no wonder that
Indonesian culture extracts seaside inspiration
into home and fashion styles. Crafted of
mother-of-pearl and sterling silver, the Madura
Earrings drop in a classic rectangle shape.
JWL0020 min 3 sets
1” x 0.25”

A

C

D

Sula Presentation Dishware
The traditional platter is nice, but not always the best canvas for hors
d’oeuvres. Proffer your snacks and starters in one or both of the Sula
Dishes, a great way to spice up olives, crackers or nuts. Strategically
place Sula Dishware throughout your home so guests can nibble at
their leisure.
When you are not entertaining friends and family, the Sula Dishware is
great for holding rings and daily trinkets. Keep the contents light and
avoid ﬁlling Sula Dishware with hot or liquid items. The Sula Dishes
are individually hand-crafted ceramic pieces ﬁnished with a grainy,

www.thpcollections.com

A. Sula Dish, Long $12
ACC1212 min 4 pcs
15” x 2.5” x 2.5”

B. Sula Dish, Short $6
ACC1210 min 6 pcs
10” x 2.5” x 2.5”

C. Sula Dish, Large $16.50
ACC1208 min 4 pcs
12” x 6.5” x 3.5”

white glaze and are best used with dry goods. Gently hand-wash.

Obi Dishware

A

Adaptable at every turn, Obi Dishware functions beautifully alone, in a
crowd or when arranged in tandem with Sula Dishware (pictured left).
Tier candles for a ﬂexible centerpiece or station dishes for practical use
around the home to hold soap, daily jewelry or keys. Display seashell
collections or present appetizing snacks in these hand-crafted ceramic
wares. The Obi Dishware is easy to ﬁll.

D. Obi Dish, Medium $8.50
ACC1198 min 6 pcs
8” dia x 3”

E. Obi Dish, Small $5
ACC1200 min 6 pcs
5” dia x 2”
B

See page 7 for complementary Misool Bowls.

D
C

E

The HomePort Collections
www.thpcollections.com

T

he HomePort Collections is a small business with a dedicated staff striving
constantly to improve our brand as an emerging force in wholesale home
furniture design and accessories. Like many start-up operations, each of our
staff wears many hats in trying to meet your expectations. As such, our work
environment is full of drive as we continually push to upgrade our services, our
selection and our skills.
Our dreams are big, but we always think economically, working overtime to
make our wares more cost-effective and of higher quality. Why? Our roots are
in retail, so we understand the demands and expectations of this demanding
business environment and work hard to cater our products and our services to
build the bottom line of the businesses we now supply.
The HomePort Collections launched its ﬁrst wholesale lines in 2007, though we
started as a retail and online boutique in 2001. As a wholesale company with
a retail background, we set four goals for our products – affordability, quality,
eco-friendly construction and creative, worldly design. Therefore, we explore
a range of cultures and traditions to ﬁnd distinct designs and environmentallyminded resources for our products. “Green” is not a passing trend for The
HomePort Collections; you will continue to see increased focus on the use of
sustainable resources from global communities.
While we travel across the globe for you, our operations are centrally located
in the middle of the United States in Union, Missouri. The region is a shipping
hub that lowers your shipping costs and allows us the ability to more quickly
ﬁll last-minute needs. It is one small step to help you, but we know it takes
much more to succeed. We encourage you to let us know how we can better
serve your needs. As your friend, we want to ensure our home furnishings
and accessories meet your scrutiny and provide an innovative, unique ﬂair that
builds sales.

Balinese Groom $180
The hand-carved Balinese Groom is
intricately sculpted from a single piece
of Suar wood. Dressed in traditional
wedding costume, the Balinese Groom
vows to protect his bride, his family
and his people by wearing a dagger,
called a kris in Indonesia, across his
back during the ceremony. During
an Indonesian ceremony, both the
bride and groom wear brightly colored
sarongs for the occasion and vibrant
makeup, which is also featured in this
sculpture.
ACC0000 min 1 pc
14” x 8” x 36”
See page 11 for the sculpture’s proﬁle.

I

B

Peking Display Shelves

C

Whether situated vertical or horizontal, the Peking
Shelves makes an exceptional book or display
case for keepsakes or artwork. Forget mundane
shelving and opt for extraordinarily different,
combining your books with structural home
accents for a riveting, sophisticated presentation.

A

H

I. Koin Candleholder, Small $12
ACC1600 min 4 pcs
8” diameter x 6”

G. Peking Half Display Shelf $240
FUR1030 min 1 pc
32” x 12” x 35”
Drop shipping available.
J

A. Samudra Shelf, Ivory $40

H. Peking Display Shelf $120

Made-over in Ivory, the Samudra Shelf loses
neither its durable frame, nor its versatile style.
However, its lighter shade makes it the perfect
accoutrement for modern all-white interiors,
a shabby-chic décor or a sunlit nursery. See
page 68 to view the Samudra Shelf in Black.

FUR1070 min 1 pc
32” x 12” x 68”
Drop shipping available.

Koin Candleholder

ACC1292 min 2 pcs
Shelf: 32” x 4” x 2”
Swing boxes : 7” x 2” x 7” and 7” x 2” x 10”

F

Other items shown:
B. Venetian Mirrors, page 77
C. Golden Duck, page 73
D. Dewi Snail, page 24
E. Fearless Hand, page 17
F. Hand of Reason, page 16

Crafted from natural clay, the Koin Candleholder
has a rusty-metal hue that provides an antiquated,
but striking coloring. Ridged with irregular spheres
and circle windows, the Koin Candleholder can be
elegantly ﬁtted with candles, but don’t undervalue
its power as sculpture.

E

J. Koin Candleholder
Large $18
ACC1602 min 2 pcs
11” diameter x 9”

G

K

D

K. Kade Dress Form
See page 61

Étagère Obelisks

Madura Collection

F. Madura Pot, Medium $15

H. Adora Display Shelf $92

Edam Vases

K. Eliza Square Table $45

Available in three or four tiers, the Étagère Obelisks
use modern lines to add classical, geometric symmetry
to home interiors. Made of enduring mahogany with
dark, distressed salak teak and inlaid bamboo, the
Étagère Obelisks offer an eye-catching focal point
for your favorite sculptural pieces and cherished
keepsakes.

The semi-gloss, rustic ﬁnish gives these terra
cotta pots, made from Java clay, a distinguished
appearance that creates textured interest when
juxtaposed with modern furniture.

ACC1028 min 2 pcs
7.5” dia x 9.5

The Adora Display Shelf puts a contemporary
look on the classic rolling, library ladder or
step-stool-turned-home-accessory. Add this
high-fashion shelf to your entryway, den or
kitchenette.

Sculptural style with the natural appearance of
gourds, you will discover no two alike among
these hand-made, Java-clay Edam Vases.

Use the Eliza Square Table, made of
mahogany with inlaid salak teak, as a
side table, plant stand or, daresay, as
an additional seat. Once in your home,
you’ll wonder how you ever lived
without this multi-functional item.

A. Étagère Obelisk, Four Tiers $120

I. Edam Vase, Large $22
ACC1022 min 2 pc
9.5” dia x 23.5”

FUR1048 min 1 pc
26” x 16” x 70”
Drop shipping available.

ACC1020 min 4 pc
8.5” x 5” x 9”
ACC1018 min 2 pc
14” x 8” x 16.5”

C

FUR1004 min 1 pc
18” x 18” x 41”
Drop shipping available.

ACC1030 min 2 pcs
6.5” dia x 8”

C. Madura Sculpture Vase, Small $12

J. Edam Vase, Small $12

D. Madura Sculpture Vase, Large $22

FUR1002 min 1 pc
18” x 18” x 58”
Drop shipping available.

B. Étagère Obelisk,
Three Tiers $98

G. Madura Pot, Small $12

FUR1056 min 2 pcs
16” x 16” x 16”

ACC1024 min 4 pcs
7.5” dia x 18”

H

E. Madura Pot, Large $18
ACC1026 min 1 pc
8.5” dia x 11.5”

D

A

B
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Javanese Home Lantern $32
Electricity remains a luxury in rural Indonesian and Asia-Paciﬁc homes, so functional candlelit lanterns
continue to populate most dwellings. The Javanese Home Lantern is fashioned after a popular style in use
on the Island of Java. The tall, open-top design adapts to numerous candle options from pillars to tealights.
It also offers easy hand-access to matchbook storage while remaining a lovely home display. Whether
functional or simply ornate, the Javanese Home Lantern is classic.
ACC1226 min 2 pcs
18” x 7” x 7”

Butterﬂy Cascade Magnets $14
The South Paciﬁc is plush with vibrantly
stunning species, the mystical butterﬂy
among them. An insect that captures the
imagination the world-around, this vivid
set of eight assorted butterﬂies adds a
punch to brighten kitchen appliances.
ACC1128 min 4 sets
8 pieces per set
0.5” x 3.5” x 3” to 0.5” x 3.5” x 4”

Tiga Bud Vase, Tall $14
The premier item in this series, the Tiga Bud Vase is
named after the Indonesian word for three. Shaped like
a toy jack, the Tiga Bud Vase shoots buds in opposite,
tilted directions in a ﬁreworks-like arrangement.
ACC1086 min 4 pcs
9” x 5.5”
See page 68 for other vases in this collection.

Zephyr Vase $6
Flaunted in elegant cylindrical tubes, fresh blossoms ﬁnd
spritely homes in unexpected places. Liven a party or
wedding décor with sprigs suspended the room around.
Or brighten a bathroom or kitchen with an unexpected
ﬂourish. The Zephyr Vase makes a great gift or a perky
addition to your patio or garden setting.
ACC1262 min 12 pcs
14” x 1.5”

Ria Hut Collection
Strappingly crafted from bamboo and topped with
thatch roofs, the Ria Hut Collection is a series of natureinspired bird houses. Similar renditions can be found in
villages throughout Indonesia and Malaysia. The huts
are ﬁlled with food to attract wild birds, which in turn
perform lustrous songs to their caregivers.

D. Lone Ria Hut $9.50
ACC1116 min 4 pcs
7.5” dia x 8.25”
E

E. Tiered Ria Hut $12
ACC1120 min 4 pcs
10” dia x 8.5”
A

Alam Eco Honey Comb Rack

F. Elongated Ria Hut $9.50

See Page 65

ACC1118 min 4 pcs
10.5” dia x 7.5”

FUR1020 min 1 pc
51” x 36” x 25
Drop Shipping Available.

F

Ming Side Table
See page 19.

Nuri Bird Collection

B

Jakarta Settee $150
Whether alone or accented with luscious pillows, the intrepid Jakarta
Settee accommodates a variety of home décors with its timeless lines
and structure. The sleek, rich mahogany settee features a semi-satin
ﬁnish and gracious ear-loop arm rests. The high-back and deep seat
provide restful comfort and eye-catching appeal in a sitting room or
foyer. Place at a dining table for family-style seating or pair with twin
Zigo Chairs (see page 32) for an intimate conversation place.

Beautiful in ﬂight and at rest, birds
never cease to mesmerize. The Nuri
Bird Collection is a series of collectibles
fashioned after the colorful, tropical
birds found throughout the islands of
Indonesia and the South Paciﬁc. Each
bird is hand-carved and individually
painted then placed on a fragment of
pine root.

A. Nuri Bluebird $6
ACC1122 min 4 pcs
approx. 3” x 5.25” x 4.75”

B. Nuri Bird Pair $8
ACC1124 min 4 pcs
approx. 3” x 7” x 3.5”

min 4 pcs

C. White Nuri Bird $6
ACC1126 min 4 pcs
approx. 3” x 6” x 2.75”

D

C

Kade Dress Form $72
Restyled, the Kade Dress is washed in white and
emblazoned with hand-painted regal gold ﬂourishes
inspired by traditional tattoo artistry. This albasiawood dress form is statuesque on its own or can
serve as a home to hats and scarves during winter
months. The Kade Dress Form is also a nice prop for
displaying a few choice jewelry pieces.
B

A

Pagoda Trays
Serving trays are often tucked away in cabinets or hung on walls when not in
use. The Pagoda Trays, however, function as a centerpiece at all times. Our
ivory Pagoda Trays are available in either ﬁve or three tiers. Use the Pagoda Trays
individually for organizing keepsakes or jewelry or stack them to display ﬂorals,
jewelry and candies.

A. Three-Tier Pagoda Tray $19.50
ACC1102 min 2 pcs
7” x 7” x 24”

B. Five-Tier Pagoda Tray $28
ACC1100 min 2 pcs
11” x 11” x 35”

See pages 40, 41 and 43 for our selection of Javanese
Beads, available in the following colors: Cerulean ,
Citron, Harvest Orange, Onyx Black, Powder Blue,
Translucent Green and Turquoise.

ACC1068 min 2 pcs
8” x 4” x 22”

D

B

A

C

The Wind Bells Collection
Capturing the wind’s strength and beauty
with chimes is a timeless tradition. Each
culture has its way of amplifying the wind’s
rhythm, casting wind bells in various wood,
metal and ceramic incarnations.
Our Wind Bells Collection uses ceramic
ornaments strung on resilient Pandan leaf
twine. These glazed moon discs, elongated
bells and robust globes are offered in three
separate styles that arrest the senses visually
when placed ensemble indoors or out.

A. Moon Bell Strand $18
ACC1098 min 4 pcs
66” long - bells 3”, 4” and 5” dia

B. Delta Bell Strand $16
ACC1218 min 4 pcs
66” long - bell 9” x 4.5” dia, disc 1.5”

C. Southern Bell Strand $16
ACC1220 min 4 pcs
66” long - bell 6” dia, disc 1.5”
See page 10 to see the Bud-Vase Chimes.

D. Rattan Single Swing $220
Nanna and Jorgen Ditzel’s 1957 wicker Hanging Chair took the world
by storm during the mid-twentieth century. This is your chance to ease
back into the swing of things in this naturally styled hanging chair with
added arm-rest cut-outs. Place the Rattan Single Swing inside or out.
The swing comes with a washable cushion covered with a zippered,
ivory-tone cover and industrial-strength rope with related hanging
hardware. Professional installation is recommended.
FUR1006 min 1 pc
26” x 19” x 45”
Drop shipping available.
Other items shown:
E. Alam Eco Tray, page 67
F. Misool Bowl, page 7

F
E

The Alam Eco Series

Saving the environment is more than just using sustainable products;

it’s also about conservation. So, at The HomePort Collections, we built
the Alam Eco Series out of repurposed wood products taking used
crates, pallets and leftover scraps from our furniture production to
create a collection of home accessories. These remnants recrafted save
numerous trees and eliminate burdensome waste.
Each of the ﬁve accessories in the Alam Eco Series is crafted from
repurposed wood then ﬁnished with a clear, non-toxic solvent. Both
functional and chic, the Alam Eco Series ﬂaunts nature’s own designs.
And, you don’t have to feel guilty about purchasing fashionable style.
The series includes the Keepsake Frame, Honeycomb Shelf, Eco Tray
Eco Rack and Traditional Frames.

A. Alam Eco Honeycomb Shelf $19.50

Alam Eco Keepsake Frame

Go to a honey source, and you will ﬁnd a colony
of bees ﬁlling their hexagonal wax nests with
golden nectar. Taking inspiration from the vital
role the honeybee plays in our ecosystem, the
Alam Eco Honeycomb Shelf is a tasteful homage
to planetary style and function. Stack several
Honeycomb Shelves for added storage and display
space. .

Inside your home is like the inside of a tree – as soon as you cut
one down, you glimpse its lifeline. Likewise, your home should tell
your story and sometimes a solitary photo is not enough. Don’t
shortchange yourself by truncating your memories. Use the folding
Alam Eco Keepsake Frame to store a collage of photos or pair your
pic with a wine label or dried ﬂower that provides an added glimpse
into the past.

B. Alam Eco Keepsake Frame, Small $9.5

ACC1280 min 2 pcs
6” x 22” x 7”

ACC1278 min 4 pcs
12” x 8” x 1”
D

C. Alam Eco Keepsake Frame, Large $14
ACC1276 min 2 pcs
16” x 10” x 1”

Pictured: After passing inspections, Alam Eco Racks await
preparations for shipment. Amassed together, these repurposed
products inspire.

Other items shown:
D. Textured Digits, page 25
E. Kedah Sphere, page 74
F. Butterﬂy Cascade Magnets, page 54
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A. Alam Eco Rack $24

B. Sitting Buddha $26

An organized home is certainly one step toward
a more harmonious lifestyle, but why is every
organizer made of plastic? Make economizing
space and tasks an art form, and use the Alam Eco
Rack to sort your mailing system, organize music
or photo CDs, or systematize your favorite spices.
Of course, the Alam Eco Rack can also be used to
display an assemblage of life’s mementos.

Buddhism was one of the ﬁrst spiritual
imports and continues to hold a strong
inﬂuence around the world. Our bronze
Sitting Buddha with an antique green
ﬁnish brings a taste of this ancient
philosophy into the home. Strike an
inspiring chord in your abode.

Alam Eco Tray

Other items shown:
C. Batavia Vertical Collection, page 29
D. Batavia Horizontal Collection, page 29
E. Conundrum Forms, page 4
Available in 6 forms : Ball, Cube, Cross,
Diamond, Egg and Star.

You could get away with one
serving dish, but an entourage of
platters is preferred. Stockpile
several small and large Alam Eco
Trays for a number of presentation
purposes. Separate his and her
daily ﬂotsam, showcase fresh fruits
and veggies, set a festive stage of
candles and seasonal nuts, or use
as a serving tray for drinks. Should
you ﬁnd these trays somehow not
in use, they stack easily to make a
nice side table.
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ACC1042 min 2 pcs
4.7” x 2.5” x 7.2”

ACC1062 min 2 pcs
24” x 6” x 18”

F. Alam Eco Tray, Large $14
AC1066 min 4 pcs
15” x 15” x 2”
E

G. Alam Eco Tray, Small $12
ACC1064 min 4 pcs
12” x 12” x 2”
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Alam Eco Frames

H. Alam Eco Frame, Large $12

Forego matchy-matchy without
sacriﬁcing a cohesive style by
displaying photos in Alam Eco
Frames. Each frame’s coloring
is its own and dependent on
nature’s whimsy. Grouped
together, these frames offer
a matchless look for encasing
your prized images.

ACC1056 min 4 pcs
15” x 15” x 2”

I. Alam Eco Frame, Small $8
ACC1058 min 4 pcs
12” x 12” x 2”
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A. Tiga Bud Vase, Short $10

G. Samudra Shelf, Black $40

Sunburst Mirror

Java Rattan Furniture with Foam Cushions $140

L. Java Rattan Chair with foam Cushion $140

One is a lonely number, so display fresh buds in threes!
This stainless steel bud vase creates a ﬂoral display of
interest or works alone as a structural accent of intrigue.
See page 57 to view the Tiga Bud Vase, Tall.

Change the arrangement of your wall décor to swing
with your mood. The Samudra Shelves feature two
moving, lower shelves that suspend your precious
possessions at just the right balance. Made of durable
mahogany, the Samudra Shelves sturdily support items.
See page 50 to view the shelf in Ivory.

While harkening 1970s interior accents, the Sunburst
Mirror features a sturdy frame interlocked beams that
provide depth and interest. The rich grain motif of the
Mindi wood adds pleasantly uneven and natural lines
that punctuate movement in each beam, epitomizing the
ageless star its design mimics.

The Java Rattan Chair and Settee are an elegant furniture set for a
covered patio or sunroom area. Crafted in sturdy mahogany with a
durable, hand-woven rattan back, these pieces will survive generations
with timeless style.

FUR1044 min 1 pc
25” x 24” x 30”

ACC1294 min 2 pcs
Shelf : 32” x 4“ x 2”
Swing boxes : 7” x 2” x 7” and 7” x 2” x 10”

I. Sunburst Mirror, Large $120

H. Outstretched Throw Rug $120

J. Sunburst Mirror, Medium $85

ACC1252 min 4 pcs
5” x 3.5”

Lima Bud Vase
It is easy to overwhelm a ledge with an over-abundant
display. Use the Lima Bud Vase to pair sleek stainless
with stout vibrant ﬂorets.

ACC1230 min 1 pc
41” dia x 1.5”

Our Outstretched Throw Rug lets you toss off standard
geometric scale in favor of a more organic frame afoot.
Roughly inspired by animal-skin rugs, the Outstretched
Throw Rug is made from brawny, rope-like rafﬁa
ﬁber that is double stitched and then interwoven for
powerful endurance.

B. Lima Bud Vase, Tall $16
ACC1216 min 4 pcs
11” x 3.5” x 2”

C. Lima Bud Vase, Short $14
ACC1214 min 4 pcs
7” x 3” x 2

ACC1206 min 1 pc
5’ x 8’

D. Textured Digits, page 25
E. Thelonious, page 74
F. Javanese Home Lantern, page 55

Drop shipping available for both the Chair and Settee.

M. Java Rattan Settee with foam Cushion $180
FUR1046 min 1 pc
44” x 24” x 30 “

M

ACC1232 min 1 pc
34” dia x 1.5”

L

K. Adaptive Mindi $58
Use the Adaptive Mindi solitarily as a planter, trash can,
stool or side table. Or pair two Adaptive Mindis for a
coffee table and top it with glass. Let your imagination
run wild when incorporating the Adaptive Mindi into
your home.
ACC1228 min 2 pcs
12” x 12” 16”
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Buddha Hands

B

In classical depictions, the Buddha’s hands form one of six symbolic Mudras or a variation thereof.
The symbolism of these gestures is hundreds of years old. The HomePort Collections captures
two poses here – The Fearless Hand and The Hand of Reason. Be inspired by these hand-crafted,
brass ornaments, and think beyond the standard wall accent. Use a Buddha Hand as a doorknob, as
a necklace rack or as a paper weight. With the ornate cuff for balance, these Buddha Hands can be
hung or balanced intricately on a shelf.

E. Banda Coffee Table $180

A. The Hand of Reason $19.50
The gesture of bringing the thumb and foreﬁnger together is considered an appeal to reason or peace.
ACC1268 min 4 pcs
3” x 3” x 6”

B. The Fearless Hand $19.50
With palm and ﬁngers pointing outward, the Fearless Hand symbolizes Buddha’s fearlessness in face of
adversity.
ACC1270 min 4 pcs
3” x 3” x 6”

A

Other items shown:
F. Alam Eco Rack, page 66
G. Tiga Bud Vase, Tall, page 57
H. Tiga Bud Vase, Short, page 68
I. Beautiful Days Notebooks, page 37
J. Kapok Cushion, page 73

An engaging pattern of inlaid teak
quadrangles deﬁnes the Banda Coffee
Table. While retaining a stunning
simplicity and modern lines, the Banda
Coffee Table remains anything but
dull. Its oversized surface space leaves
you room to display sculpture and vases
without obstructing the demands of daily
use. Whether it is children and their toys
that gather round or a group of friends for
an Asian-inspired dinner, the Banda Coffee
Table suits a multitude of lifestyles.

FUR0000 min 1 pc
00” x 00” x 00”
Drop shipping available.

See pages 16 and 17 for a close-up proﬁle.
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Java Bench with Foam Cushion

C. Java Bench, Long $150

D. Java Bench, Short $110

Elegantly modern, this South Paciﬁc-inspired
bench can be added to bedrooms, bathroom
suites or a sitting room. The bold mahogany
frame makes a grand impression that is easily
lightened by the washable ivory cushion.

FUR1012 min 1 pc
56” x 30” x 18”
Drop Shipping available.

FUR1010 min 1 pc
44” x 30” x 18”
Drop shipping available.
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A. Zigo Chair $140
Featuring an elegant, arched-mahogany
frame, the Zigo Chair offers royal comfort
to one while creating visual intrigue. With
support beams traveling horizontally along
the back and sides, the encapsulating lines
of the Zigo Chair are a captivating take on a
classical design.
FUR1056 min 1 pc

28” x 22” x 30”

D. Kapok Cushion $18
Kapok is known as the Javanese
Cotton. A sustainable resource,
kapok is known for its buoyancy,
resilience and water resistance
thereby making this squareshaped, linen cushion both cozy
and eco-friendly.
ACC1586 min 4 pcs
22” x 22” x 3.5”

Élan Drape
Twist it, toss it or crumble it as much as
you like, the Élan Drape resists tangles,
maintaining its sleek shape with ease. Made
of a sturdy nylon, the Élan Drape provides an
elusive view in doorways, as a backdrop or as
a room divider.

B. Élan Drape, Black $38
ACC1256 min 2 pcs

42” x 96”
B

See page 18 for Élan Drape, Ivory $38

ACC1256 min 2 pcs
42” x 96”
D

Oceania Vase Collection
With more than 70 percent of the world’s
surface dedicated to watery terrain,
the rhythm of this essential liquid is a
frequent force in art. Our Oceania Vases
take inspiration from a range of water
movements from dramatic to more serene.

C. Oceania Vase, Ring $12
A

Golden Duck

ACC1608 min 2 pcs
6” diameter x 12”

The Golden Duck is a home accessory you’ll crave. Covered
in striking yellow-gold paint, the Golden Duck is made from
hand-carved, albasia wood. This vibrant piece pops in a
room, reﬂecting light and drawing the eye.

See page 6 to view the Oceania Collection.

See page 50 for display.

E. Golden Duck, Large $10
ACC1300 min 4 pcs
12.5” x 6” x 7.5””

F. Golden Duck, Medium $8
ACC1298 min 4 pcs
11” x 4.5” x 6”

C

Oceania Vase, Surge $12

G. Golden Duck, Small $6

ACC1606 min 2 pcs
6” diameter x 12”

ACC1296 min 2 pcs
9” x 3.5” x 5”

Oceania Vase, Ripple $14
ACC1604 min 2 pcs
6” diameter x 12”
E
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Wayang Puppets
Wayang references the traditional puppet
theater performances throughout the
archipelago region of Indonesia and inspired
the design of our Wayang Puppet sculptures.
Sculpted from Albasia wood and seasoned
with colorful, intricate Batik details, the
Wayang Puppets are creative works of an
imaginative tradition. Choose from two
available designs.
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A. Wayang Puppet, Short $6
ACC1108 min 6 pcs
4” x 12”

B. Wayang Puppet, Tall $6
ACC1110 min 4 pcs
5” x 15”
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F. Tulang Hair Pin $14

Kedah Spheres
The sphere ﬁnds its way into every culture and usually offers several
ways to amuse children and adults alike. The Kedah Spheres are strewn
of sandalwood twine wrapped tightly into a light, playful accent.

The Tulang Hair Pin comes in a set of ﬁve
distinct designs, inspired by Indonesian
tribal art. Carved from Indonesian Buffalo
Bone, the double-point French hair pins are
sure to captivate onlookers either as a hair
adornment, framed in a shadow box or set
out as a décor accent.

JWL0018 min 4 sets
6” x 0.5” Set of ﬁve

C. Kedah Sphere, Large $2.50
ACC1224 min 12 pcs
4.5” diameter

D. Kedah Sphere, Small $2.
ACC1222 min 12 pcs
3.5” diameter

E. Thelonious $16
This close-up of an Asian monk’s countenance helps one keep life in
perspective. The focus of the brass Thelonious sculpture is on the
peaceful attributes inspired by Hindu and Buddhist traditions. Energize
your home with tranquility.
ACC1082 min 2 pcs
3” x 3” x 3.5”
E

G. Sunburst Balinese Resin Beads $7
Vibrant motifs are common in Indonesia,
especially in ceremonial traditions. These
Balinese Resin Beads capture nature’s allure
with a ﬂare of Sunburst color that can adorn
wrists or home décor.
JWL0016 min 6 pcs
18”, 0.5” round beads
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A. Kuda Rocking Horse $48
Decorated in warrior dress paint, the Kuda
Rocking Horse is a fanciful rendition of the
classic toy. Constructed of Albasia wood
with a rafﬁa mane and tail, the Kuda Rocking
Horse has a dominating presence without
overwhelming your decorative motif. Add
to a front entry, child’s room or frequented
living space.
ACC1138 min 1 pc
24” x 22.75” x 6”

Miniature Venetian Mirrors
Venetian Mirrors pique the imagination
with delicate lines, fanciful shapes and
shapely etchings. Prized the world around,
these miniature Venetian Mirrors can now
adorn a shelf or a desk with striking elegance.

D

B. Venetian Mirror, Rectangle $12
A

ACC1290 min 4 pcs
6.5” x 4.5” x 5”

C. Venetian Mirror, Oval $12
ACC1288 min 4 pcs
6.5” x 4.5” x 5”

D. Venetian Mirror, Rounded-Edge $12
ACC1286 min 4 pcs
6.5” x 4.5” x 5”

Other item shown:
E. Buddha Hand of Reason, page 70
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All sales are ﬁnal
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I. Merpati Tealight Pillars

Was $18/set SALE $6/set

min 4 sets
G

H

The three-piece set of Merpati Tealight Pillars
gracefully stretch upward into a gentle cup
that hoists the fragile ﬂame of a tealight into
heightened prominence. Strategically distribute
these pillars or amass them for full-effect.
Small 2.5” dia x 6.5”
Medium 2.5” dia x 8”
Large 2.5” dia x 9.5”

A. Sengon Seahorse
Individually hand-carved from a solitary piece of Albasia root
so that no two are alike, the Sengon Seahorses are charming

J. Kemala Tealight Columns
D

sculptural pieces that work as accents throughout the home.

Was $18/set SALE $6/set

min 4 sets

Was $12 SALE $6.50 min 6 pcs

With horizontal and angled sculpted waves, the
three-piece set of Kemala Tealight Columns are
regal individually or positioned as a trio. Made
of scalable limestone, the Kemala Columns are
hand-carved, then sun-dried before a ﬁnal glaze
encapsulates the natural nuances of the stone.
Small 3.5” x 3.5” x 8”
Medium 4.5” x 4.5” x 10”
Large 5” x 5” x 12”

6” x 2.7” x 10.6”

Hyacinth Baskets
The Hyacinth Baskets are made from the spongy and durable
palms of the sustainable resource of Water Hyacinths. Tuck
these baskets throughout your home for organizational splendor.

B. Hyacinth Basket, Oval with Handle, set of 3

Was $32 SALE $18 min 2 sets

E

Small 8.5” x 9.5” x 7”
Medium 10.5” x 12” x 7”
Large 14” x 15” x 9”

F

Kisah Panel Collection
Each hand-carved, three-dimensional panel tells a story about Indonesian culture. From Ramayana epics to daily Balinese living,
each frame of Kepalan wood is individually crafted with a traditional tale.

C. Hyacinth Basket, Round, set of 2

G. Balinese Goddess Panel Was $82 SALE $38 min 2 pcs

Was $25 SALE $16 min 2 sets
Small 6” dia x 6.5”
Large 7.5” dia x 8”

D. Hyacinth Basket, Rectangle, set of 2

Was $32 SALE $18 min 2 sets
Small : 18” x 6.5” x 4”
Large : 21.5” x 10.5 x 4”

This Kisah Panel depicts a Balinese Goddess, a resplendent part of Indonesian lore.
19.5” x 11.5” x 2”

Vintage Car Models
Pick your vintage wheels - sedan or convertible or both? Made from Albasia wood, the Vintage Car
Models feature functioning doors and crafted elements.

E. Sedan

F. Convertible

Was $9.50 SALE $5 min 6 pcs

Was $9.50 SALE $5 min 6 pcs

4.3” x 7.8 x 3.1”

4.3” x 7.8 x 3.1”

H. Jayaprana and Layonsari Panel Was $82 SALE $38 min 2 pcs
Depicting the Balinese tale of Romeo and Juliet, the story of Jayaprana and Layonsari crosses the cultural divide. Jayaprana
was the dutiful servant of a jealous king who plotted Jayaprana’s death in order to marry the spellbinding Layonsari. However,
Layonsari chose to remain faithful to her husband and committed suicide instead of accepting the king’s offer of marriage.
19.5” x 11.5” x 2”

K. Kaki Tealight Echelons

Was $18/set SALE $6/set

min 4 sets
Staggering skyward, the three-piece set of Kaki
Tealight Echelons are statuesque. The sturdy,
limestone base aggrandizes the effect of a wispy
tealight ﬂame.
Small 3.5” x 3.5” x 3”
Medium 5” x 5” x 4”
Large 4.5” x 4.5” x 6.5”
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Shipping and Delivery Information
All shipments are FOB Union, MO. Wholesale prices are subject to change without
notice. Shipping dates are estimated and subject to product availability. TruckService Shipping is used for delivery of furniture and oversized items. Trucking fees
and Fuel Surcharges are at the discretion of the trucking company. These costs are
forwarded to your invoice, so please provide your preferred trucking carrier if you
are not comfortable with The HomePort Collections’ house carrier. The HomePort
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www.thpcollections.com. Fax or email your net-30-day application.
A 5% penalty will be applied to all invoices past 45 days due. All invoices not paid
within 90 days will be turned over to a professional collections agency and a lawyer.
Customers are responsible for all collection and legal fees associated with unpaid
invoices.
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